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LUKE 1. 26-38 

There’s something about Mary? 
 

Ask a newspaper editor what sort of stories will sell the most copies, and 3 categories come 

quickly to mind: sex, royalty and religion. If they can be combined so much the better. 

“Princes love child’, “Political leader has secret affair”, best “Preachers secret night with pop 

star”. So when people read the story of the angel Gabriel visiting Mary, with the child to be 

born the Son of God who will be given the throne of David and reign over his kingdom 

forever, their minds easily jump the way media headlines have conditioned them. Sex, power 

and religion. And people have read into this story all kinds of things are not actually there, 

and failed to notice some of the really important things that are. 

 

Are two actors in this story, God and Mary. Come back to them, but first important to note the 

context of the story. Notice how it begins – In the sixth month, God sent the angel Gabriel. 

The sixth month of what? Previous story been of angel Gabriel, visiting the priest Zechariah 

while he serving in the temple in Jerusalem, telling him his barren wife Elizabeth going to 

have a son, despite their old age, and this son going to play a special part in the purposes of 

God. And then immediately before our story, read that his wife Elizabeth became pregnant 

and for five months remained in seclusion. So it is the sixth month of Elizabeth’s 

pregnancy when the angel Gabriel makes another visit. So clearly Luke wants the two stories 

to be read together as one, because the two sons are intertwined as we saw last week. In terms 

of their language and form the two series are also set in parallel. 

 

Both are stories of God’s initiative of grace and power: of grace in that what is soon to 

happen will express God’s favour toward the world; of power that God can work through the 

unable, the seemingly unqualified, an old couple and an unmarried girl. Elizabeth and Mary 

will have sons because God is able; they will have sons for our sake because God is gracious. 

God as always in the biblical narrative is the main actor. In the context of the beginning of the 

good news, Israel, God’s people, is estranged from God, under alien rule, oppressed. God’s 

covenant with them has not been realised. Has it come to an end? God has been silent for four 

centuries. And here at last is God intervening again in human history to establish God’s reign 

and bring forth an everlasting kingdom. And in doing so he solicits and embraces the 

partnership of Zechariah and Elizabeth and Mary – themselves representative of the people of 

Israel. And so the second move in these stories is human responsiveness to God’s gracious 

initiative, not just passive submission but an active participation in what God is beginning to 

do. Thus these stories are not just telling us of the beginning of the gospel, but are also 

pictures of how God works in the world and models of human response to God’s action. 

 

But are also a number of differences in the stories. And one is of particular significance. 

Zechariah’s encounter with Gabriel takes place at the centre of the Jewish world, the Holy 

Place, only a veiled doorway from the presence of God’s glory. But Gabriel travels to Mary, 

far away from the temple mount in Jerusalem, to Nazareth in Galilee – insignificant, despised, 

unclean. Finally the devout, divinely chosen priest Zechariah responds to Gabriel’s words 

with hesitation rooted in disbelief at the possibility. Mary on the other hand, though she is 

only a young girl, embraces God’s plan, proclaiming herself as God’s servant. These points of 

dissimilarity indicate already something of focus of God’s redemptive initiative highlighted in 

Luke’s telling of the Gospel. While can choose and work through the powerful and 

significant, he often chooses the powerless, the insignificant, the marginalised, who more 

often than not respond with obedience and joy to the grace that is offered. 

 

Not just the place where God intervenes, but also the way Mary is introduced, emphasises this 

choice. It is made to a virgin pledged to be married to a man named Joseph, a descendant 

of David. Joseph, who has scarcely any role in Luke 1-2, receives more of an introduction 

than Mary, the primary human actor in the birth narrative. Why? Luke is interested in his 

royal ancestry. He is “of the house of David”, a descendant of David, and this prepares for 
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Jesus’ identification as a Son of David, albeit an adopted son, and designation against all of 

the OT backdrop as the Davidic king who would fulfil the promise of an everlasting reign. 

But Mary has not yet joined this household and thus has no hold on his inherited status. 

Mary’s family is not mentioned at all, indicating it is insignificant. Indeed she is not 

mentioned in any way that would recommend her to us as particularly worthy or deserving of 

God’s favour. It would be the last thing Mary in her position would be expecting but she 

hears the words from God’s messenger Greetings you who are highly favoured. No wonder 

Mary responds in her hymn of praise which follows, as saw last week, My soul glorifies the 

Lord… for he has been mindful of the humble state of his servant. God has given his 

favour to one who had no claim to worthy status, raised her up from a position of lowliness, 

and has chosen her to have a central role in the story of salvation. And then the message is 

confirmed by the angels declaratory promise The Lord is with you. This is much more than 

just a promise, as this is language often used in the OT with reference to a person chosen by 

God for a special purpose in God’s salvific purposes to assure the person chosen of God’s 

resources and protection.  

 

And so Mary is told this child she will bear and give birth to will be called Jesus, which in 

popular etymology means “Yahweh saves”, and Son of the Most High, a common phrase 

used to describe God, and he will be given by God the throne of his father David, and he 

will reign over the house of Jacob for ever; his kingdom will never end. Wow! What a 

handful to take on board. Mary has one question. How can this be… since I am a virgin? 

The second time this fact is pointed out in the story, indicating it is of some importance, 

making it clear that Jesus was conceived before Mary had sexual relations. Of course this 

notion been somewhat problematic in recent history and many people find it impossible to 

believe. But often think only a difficulty arisen in modern times because we actually know the 

precise mechanics of conception and birth. But while the ancient world didn’t know about X 

chromosomes and Y chromosomes, did know as well as we that babies were the result of 

sexual intercourse and that people who claimed to be pregnant by other means might be 

covering up a moral or social offence. Yet Mary’s story is told by both Luke and Matthew, in 

versions so different they can hardly be dependent on one another; in other words, the story 

seems to have been widely known in the very early church, rather than being a fantasy 

invented several generations after the fact. Why would these two writers and devout Jewish 

Christian congregations that passed on such stories, have done so, giving hostage to fortune in 

this way, unless they had good reason to suppose that they were true. 

 

And so the question leads to Gabriel’s response, the Holy Spirit will come upon you, and 

the power of the Most High will overshadow you. So the holy one to be born will be 

called the Son of God. All of this is to emphasise the point I am wanting to make that this if 

first of all God’s doing. It is God’s initiative, God’s choice, God’s activity.   

 

But the way God has chosen to act in the world is not as a solo actor imposing those purposes 

willy nilly regardless of how individuals feel and respond. God chooses to work in 

partnership with humans, who were created for relationship with God as well as each other. 

And so just as God’s initiative with Zechariah and Elizabeth was dependent on their activity 

in response, so it is on Mary’s. I am the Lord’s servant… May it be to me, as you have 

said. Mary’s role has unfortunately been neglected by Protestants. Clearly Luke means to 

portray Mary as the first of the disciples, the first person to hear the call of God and to 

respond affirmatively to that call. She appears from time to time in the gospel narrative, is 

there at the foot of the cross and there in the community of disciples in Acts when the Spirit 

comes and the story of the church begins. She is thus a model not of feminine docility but of 

courageous affirmative response, the kind of responsiveness to God’s initiative we are all 

called to make whatever our gender.  

 

One of differences between these two pre birth stories is what the consequences would be for 

the women involved. For Elizabeth God’s favour meant God had taken away her disgrace - 
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which  it was then for women to be childless - grounds for divorce. But for Mary would have 

brought disgrace – and she knew it. Often miss this in beauty of Christmas story. God asking 

her to become the scandal of society. In small village everybody know. “Mary’s pregnant and 

Joseph not even the father”. The rumours. Must have been incredibly painful for both Mary 

and Joseph. Malcolm Muggeridge makes the point that Jesus might never have survived in 

our day. With family planning clinics offering convenient ways to correct mistakes that might 

disgrace a family name, it is in point of fact extremely improbable that Jesus would have been 

permitted to be born at all. Mary’s pregnancy, in poor circumstances, and with the father 

unknown, would have been an obvious case for an abortion; and her talk of having conceived 

as a result of the intervention of the Holy Ghost would have pointed to the need for 

psychiatric treatment, and made the case for terminating her pregnancy even stronger. 

 

Philip Yancey Today as I read the accounts of Jesus’ birth I tremble to think of the fate of the 

world resting on the response of two rural teenagers. How many times did Mary review the 

angel’s words as she felt the Son of God kicking against the walls of her uterus? How many 

times did Joseph second guess his own encounter with an angel - just a dream - as he endured 

the hot shame of living among villagers who could plainly see the changing shape of his 

fiancee.   

 

Often a work of God comes with two edges, great joy and great pain and in her response, 

Mary embraced both. She was the first person to accept Jesus on his own terms, regardless of 

the personal cost. And when read her appearances in the gospels an ongoing pain, his 

distancing of himself from her, kind of pain many women known about with children as they 

grow. The pain of seeing him suffer. Yet she remains obedient, faithful, believing, trusting. 

And so in Luke’s portrayal Mary is clearly seen as a role model, not just for women but for all 

of us. Jaroslav Pelikan the great Protestant church historian, who followed his landmark book, 

Jesus Through the Centuries, with Mary Through the Centuries, argues that if we except 

Jesus, Mary ranks as the leading exemplar of faithful obedience to God.  

 

Is there any more than that? How are we to esteem Mary, who is called in Scripture blessed 

among women? By and large in Protestant churches we don’t really think much about Mary, 

except when she shows up in Christmas cards and Christmas sermons such as this. In order to 

ensure we avoid Catholic veneration and even idololatry we relegate her to a kind of 

evangelical limbo. What is a proper view? What is her actual role in the story of salvation?  

   

The early church certainly gave her a special place as Christokos, the “one who gave birth to 

Christ”. They also began to use the phrase Theotokos, the “one who gave birth to God”, or 

“Mother of God.” This phrase was officially affirmed by the church at the Council of Ephesus 

in 431. Important to point out though that this was not giving her some kind of divine status, 

as a kind of feminine god to counter the mother goddess of contemporary paganism. In fact 

most scholars do not support that whole concept at all. Indeed the reason for the title was the 

exact opposite. The battle in the early church, by this time, was not over whether Jesus was in 

fact God, but whether he was in fact really human. The phrase had been used in the previous 

century to emphasis the fact that Jesus, whose divinity was undoubted, was also really human, 

as evidenced by the fact that he was born of woman, had a human mother, Mary – the 

“Mother of God.” Thus Mary’s partnership in this part of the salvation story, as the narrative 

we have read makes clear, ensures that her son Jesus, the Son of God, is both fully divine and 

also fully human. If God was going to redeem humanity, so argued Athanasius the major 

orthodox theologian in the debate, God had to become fully human. The motherhood of Mary 

guarunteed this. So this is one phrase we should not be afraid to use in honouring Mary – 

although it is perhaps the one which sounds most offensive to some of our Protestant 

sensibilities.  

 

Now in the centuries that followed much further veneration and worship of Mary took place 

and she was given titles as Mater Dolorosa, as Mediatrix and Co-redeemer, she became a 
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mother goddess, was prayed to and worshipped. The Protestant Reformers of course reacted 

against this, along with the wider veneration of saints and relics, who were all seen as acting 

as mediators between God and humanity, when there was only one mediator Jesus Christ. 

However the Catholic Church continued its Marian devotion unabated, and even heightened it 

with the doctrine of Mary’s Perpetual Virginity, being adopted in 1545, despite the clear 

indication in Mt 1.24-25 that Mary began sexual relations with Joseph after Jesus was born, 

and the troubling appearance of brothers of Jesus in the gospels. In fact the adoption of this 

was mainly to buttress the church’s view that celibacy was a state that was superior to 

marriage and sex was something tainted and dirty, for lesser beings than priests and popes. 

Then even later the doctrine of Mary’s Immaculate Conception, that she was conceived 

without any inheritance of original sin, was adopted in 1854. Again a move that somehow 

distanced Jesus and God’s saving activity from the full sphere of our humanity. And finally as 

late as 1950, the doctrine of the Bodily Assumption of Mary, further removing her and those 

through whom God works for our redemption, from a fully human condition, of death and 

decay. So we are right to reject these over-exalted views of Mary, not only because they 

cannot be argued for on biblical grounds, but also because they have a detrimental effect on 

the way God works in our human lives for our benefit and ultimate redemption. The 

incarnation tells us God is not wanting to save us from our humanity but is actually acting to 

redeem our humanity itself 

 

However in doing this we need to make sure we do not swing too far the other way and do not 

give to Mary the blessed and honoured place she is given in the gospel story itself and are 

told she will have down through all generations. Without Mary’s willing and active 

cooperation with the initiative and activity of God, the Godman Jesus Christ could not have 

entered our world, representing our humanity, showing us how to live a fully human life and 

ultimately through his death and resurrection making possible our own participation in the 

purposes and life of God. And Mary not only made this possible as the Mother of God, in her 

obedient response and faithful following, her saying yes to this troubling, perplexing call from 

God, by becoming the first disciple she provides the ideal model for all of us who claim to be 

Christian. Mary’s responsive I am the Lord’s servant is often critiqued by feminist writers 

as endorsing female passive servility and compliance in the face of male initiative. But in the 

NT this response, which is never just passive but requires action and initiative on our part, 

and is asked for freely rather than forced upon us by an overpowering God, is sought for from 

us all, men as much as women. The challenging claim of the gospel, is that humble 

responsiveness in obedience and faithfulness to the gracious initiative and invitation of God is 

where we find true freedom and indeed the life we really seek. And the challenge today is that 

runs radically counter to the spirit of our age, whatever our gender.  

 

One of the leading Lukan scholars today writes. “In describing herself as the Lords servant 

Mary acknowledges her submission to God’s purpose, but also her role in assisting that 

purpose. Moreover she claims a place in God’s household… In antiquity the status of a 

servant was determined by the status of the householder. In this characterisation of Mary as a 

“servant of the Lord”, Luke has begun to undercut competitive maneuvering for positions of 

status prevalent in the first century Mediterranean world. Mary who seemed to measure low 

in any ranking – age, family, heritage, wealth, gender and so on – turns out to be the one 

favoured by God, the one who finds status and identity in her obedience to God and 

participation in his salvation purposes.” And what was true of Mary is also true for us as we 

also learn to follow the lead she has given and is so doing find our status and identity in the 

purposes of God.  
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